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FORDSBURG
Fordsburg was originally one of the four mining camps out of which Johannesburg 
grew. Named after Lewis Peter Ford of the Jeppe and Ford Estate Company, it was 
developed as a locality for white gold miners and artisans. Over time it came to be 
prominently populated by South Africans of Indian descent but grew as a vibrant 
leisure and entertainment centre for black people in general - sporting bioscopes, 
eating houses, dance halls, cafes and shebeens. Many coloured workers also 
populated the area as seamstresses, upholsterers and clerical workers.

From at least the 1940s, Fordsburg was at the cutting edge of black urban culture. 
It was defined amongst much else by its anti-apartheid protest rallies at Red Square; 
its fish and chips and toasted steaks; its gangsters and romantic liaisons; its music, 
clubs and street fashions; and most prominently by its four bioscopes, off the street 
and within just a few blocks of one another.

With the implementation of the Group Areas Act under apartheid and the forced 
removals of surrounding communities, Fordsburg went into decline from the mid 
1970s onwards. It continued to survive as an active industrial, trade and commercial 
centre, largely of Indian South African entrepreneurship that included the Oriental 
Plaza, but had been shed of its defining leisure and entertainment culture.

In Post apartheid, with the immigrant settlement in  Fordsburg of Indian, Bengali, 
Pakistani and Somali peoples, Fordsburg has been dramatically revitalised. Today it 
is described as a “little India”, populated by a colourful array of pavement vendors, 
restaurants and service shops of barbers, tailors and the like.

In its selection of titles, which includes documentary and fiction, Fordsburg Film 
Festival relates both to the historical and contemporary experience of Fordsburg. 
Films have been selected that speak to the history, development and decline of 
Fordsburg, as well as the historical peoples and characters found within the 
community. Films also  deal with  immigrant  experiences and the livelihoods of the 
like that is experienced in Fordsburg today, including waiters and chefs, tailors, 
car guards, beggars, barbers, fruit, vegetable and sweet meat traders. 



THE MAJESTIC
LOCATED ON CENTRAL ROAD, IN THE HEART OF FORDSBURG

The Fordsburg Film Festival takes place at an iconic remnant of a rich cinema going 
and entertainment culture, The Majestic, which is the last surviving of the 
independent bioscopes of Fordsburg. 

While the other Fordsburg bioscopes, the Lyric, Planet and Avalon have since been 
converted to other commercial uses, the Majestic, the largest of Fordsburg’s 
bioscopes, still survives in structure – which includes its original box office directly 
off the street.

THE FILM FESTIVAL
The Fordsburg Film Festival is part of the unfolding narrative of reconnection, 
rejuvenation and remaking of the historic locality of Fordsburg.
It is presented by The Fietas Festival and The Bioscope Independent Cinema as part 
of the Jo’burg Arts Alive International Festival programme this September. 

The Fordsburg Film Festival will offer screenings twice a day, matinees and 
evenings, on 23, 24 and 25 September at the old Majestic cinema on Central Road. 
Sunday the 25 September will cater for a 10h00 show as well as a 5 ‘o clock Indian 
film screening just as in days of old. 

Special thanks are due to the following for helping making the Fordsburg Film 
Festival possible: Arts Alive, the City of Johannesburg ‘s Arts, Culture and Heritage 
department and Central Strategy Unit; the many volunteers for their in-kind support; 
and all filmmaker and discussion participants. 

MORE INFO CAN BE FOUND ONLINE AT:
WWW.THEBIOSCOPE.CO.ZA
Feizel Mamdoo   082 447 8080   mamdoof@iafrica.com
Russell Grant      073 284 1372   info@thebioscope.co.za



FRIDAY 23
14h00  - Fordsburg: Memoirs of Injustice 
by Zwelethu Radebe
Student filmmaker Zwelethu Radebe, bears testimony to a Fordsburg of old - 
its entertainment, gangsters and political activism - by some of the locality’s personalities 
including Fordsburg’s oldest barber and the surviving family owner of the landmark fish and 
chips shop, “Solly’s Corner”.
then Fordsburg laaitjie Reedwan Vally interviews Zwelethu Radebe

15h00  - Laskar Pelangi
Courtesy of Indonesian Embassy
(The Rainbow Troops), is an inspiring ethnic Malay film on the struggle for education in a poor 
village. An adaptation of writer Andrea Hirata’s work about his devoted childhood teachers, it 
is interesting too for the glimpse it offers of the Indonesian ancestry of South Africa’s Malay 
people.
With audience discussion led by educationist Salim Vally

19h00  - Fordsburg: Memoirs of Injustice 
by Zwelethu Radebe
Followed by Fordsburg stalwart Mac Carrim tickling audience memories

19h30  - Waiting for Valdez 
by Teddy Mattera and Dumisani Phakati
the beautiful short film by Teddy Mattera and Dumisani Phakathi that tells of 
memory and loss in Newclare, in a time of a strong cinema going culture and just before 
forced removal to Eldorado Park. All kinds of rich resonances with Eldorado, which it screens 
just before, and with the bioscopes of Fordsburg.

20h00  - Eldorado
by Shaldon and Lorreal Ferris
inspired by the experiences of the first-time, young filmmakers who were born and bred in 
Eldorado Park in the 1980s, the film is a gritty story of a gang that meets an end as harsh 
as the environment that forged them. Eldorado Park owes its birth to the rupture of forced 
removals from places like Kliptown, Newclare, Fietas and Alexandra. For the filmmakers, the 
very fact of the film’s making, with a first time crew and cast of locals, is a proclamation of 
hope for the young people of “Eldos”.
Introduction to Eldorado by Jeremy Nathan
Followed by Teddy Mattera in conversation with Shaldon and Lorreal Ferris.
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SATURDAY 24
14h00 -  Shaheed: Tribute to Elvis and The show must go on. Inshallah 
by Feizel Mamdoo
Interview with an old rock and roller on the “ducktail” culture of Fordsburg in the 1950 and 
60s. 

14h30  - Come Back Africa 
by Lionel Rogosin
featuring the likes of Marriam Makeba, Lewis Nkosi and Bloke Modisane as themselves, 
this is a copy of a hard to come by film that is an absolutely unique and precious record of the 
culture that permeated black urban localities like Sophiatown and surrounds in Johannesburg 
in the 1950s. 
Followed by a panel discussion on the leisure and entertainment culture of the 1950s
and of Fordsburg down the generations.

19h00 - A Chip of Glass Ruby
Written by Nadine Gordimer, directed by Ross Devenish
The Film tells of the contradictory responses and consequences to family of an Indian South 
African woman’s political activism in the 1970s, against the backdrop of real time images of 
the forced removals in Fietas, Fordsburg and Newtown at the time. 
This rare copy taken off a Channel 4 broadcast adds to the sense of recovery of 
a collective memory.
The film will be Introduced by Fordsburg and activist veteran, Amina Cachalia.

20h00  - Imam and I    
by Khalid Shamis
Khalid Shamis’ interrogation of the legacy of his legendary grandfather, Imam Haroon, who 
was killed in security police detention in the 1970s.
Followed by a discussion between Mudney Halim and filmmaker Khalid Shamis



SUNDAY 25
10h00  - Billu Barber   
by Priyadarshan
Reflecting the preponderance of this craft in the new immigrant rejuvenated Fordsburg, Billu 
Barber tells the story of a humble Indian barber who is disbelieved by his community when 
he claims to know as a close childhood friend a Bollywood superstar on location in his village. 
The film provoked protests by barbers in India for its representation of them and their craft 
and will be keenly discussed by a panel that represents Fordsburg’s barbers, waiters and 
tailors.
Film courtesy of The Avalon Group.
The screening will open with a collection of short clips celebrate Barbers around the world. As 
well as a reading “Bashir and Dolly”, by Yusuf Chubb Garda about Basil D’ Oliveira’s famous 
haircut by Bashir bhai.
Billu Barber will be introduced by Fakir Hassan

12h30  - Other Europe  
by Rosella Schillaci
A film that relates to the immigrant experience of Fordsburg’s East African community in this 
tale of Somali, Sudanese and Ethiopian refugees in Turin, Italy.
Film courtesy of Tricontinental Film Festival

14h00  - Fakir Hassan discusses the immigrant rejuvenation and experience of
Fordsburg with a panel of its old and new barbers, tailors, waiters and entrepreneurs

17h00  - Vanaja     
by Rajnesh Domalpalli
Vanaja is an art house Telegu film scheduled for the classic Sunday 5 ‘0 Clock Indian show as 
was custom in days of old at the Avalon bioscope in Fordsburg. It tells the story of a poor 15 
year old girl whose wily life changing strategies to free herself from her class status and fulfil 
her aspiration to be a dancer, leads instead to caste bondage and loss. Mamathu Bhukya in the 
central role will enthral lovers of Indian classical dance and its related mythology.
Courtesy of Tricontinental Film Festival
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The Fordsburg Film Festival is brought to you by the following organisations:

THE FIETAS FESTIVAL
The Fietas Festival is a community initiative aimed at reclaiming the dynamic heritage of the 
Fietas community.  Fietas, as the Vrededorp/Pageview area was fondly known, was an inte-
grated community that was destroyed by the Group Areas Act and its people separated to 
different race based townships like Lenasia, Soweto, Eldorado Park and the western 
townships. Fietas however continues to be a site of reference for the displaced community. 

As an umbrella entity The Fietas Festival includes a cultural festival; a heritage trail; and a 
repository. The Fietas Festival is also working with the Provincial Heritage Resources 
Authority to conserve sites of historical and cultural significance and has contributed to the 
local urban development framework for the area commissioned by the City of Johannesburg. 
This includes the public artwork in the subway that links Fietas and Fordsburg. The directors 
of The Fietas Festival are Feizel Mamdoo, Mudney Halim, Hanif Patel, Ntate Modimokwane 
and Percy Langa.

THE BIOSCOPE
The Bioscope is an innovative independent and local content cinema located in downtown 
Johannesburg, on the east side of the city. The aim of the cinema is to increase the diversity 
of content on South African movie screens by bringing new world cinema, classics and local 
films to new audiences.  Founded by Darryl Els and Russell Grant, The Bioscope is also 
playing their part in revitalizing the independent cinema industry in South Africa.

THE JO’BURG ARTS ALIVE FESTIVAL
The annual Jo’burg Arts Alive International Festival is a project of the City of Johannesburg. 
It takes place in spring each year and usually runs for the month of September. The festival 
programme includes music, dance, theatre, poetry/spoken word, visual art, comedy, film, as 
well as exhibitions and workshops. The festival programme is enhanced through partnerships 
with other festivals, educational institutions, non-profit organisations, cultural groups and 
others. Arts Alive is produced and managed for the City of Jo’burg by Zanusi Brand Solutions.
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